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Executive Summary

S ince taking office earlier this year, the Biden administration has made “[a]ffirmatively advancing equity” a 
centerpiece of its policy agenda.1 As President Biden has recognized, however, the agencies that administer 
federal regulatory programs currently lack the toolkit necessary to consistently and robustly assess the 

distributional impacts of their actions.2 Without understanding how the costs and benefits of different regulatory options 
are distributed among subpopulations of particular interest, agencies cannot reliably ensure that their programs do not 
“perpetuate systemic barriers to opportunities and benefits for people of color and other underserved groups.”3 

Accordingly, in his Presidential Memorandum titled Modernizing Regulatory Review, President Biden called on the Office 
of Management and Budget (“OMB”) to “propose procedures that take into account the distributional consequences 
of regulations, including as part of any quantitative or qualitative analysis of the costs and benefits of regulations, to 
ensure that regulatory initiatives appropriately benefit and do not inappropriately burden disadvantaged, vulnerable, or 
marginalized communities.”4 

Offering agencies “concrete suggestions” on how to assess distributional impacts and how to use those assessments 
in decisionmaking will be key to ensuring that the Biden administration’s equity initiatives yield meaningful 
and long-lasting reform.5 Prior presidential administrations instructed agencies to incorporate distributional concerns 
into regulatory cost-benefit analyses. But agencies received practically no guidance on how to do this, even though they 
have long had detailed instructions for approaching other aspects of cost-benefit analysis. Absent standardized, cross-
agency benchmarks for assessing the quality of agencies’ distributional analyses, questions of equity have received little 
formal attention from the White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (“OIRA”), the office within OMB 
that is responsible for reviewing all significant agency regulations prior to proposal and finalization. As a result, cost-
benefit assessments for major rulemakings typically focus on aggregate cost and benefit estimates, with little analysis—
quantitative or otherwise—of how those costs and benefits are distributed.

This report makes four recommendations to OMB regarding the establishment of standardized procedures for 
conducting and acting on distributional analyses. 
 
First, OMB should advise agencies to assess regulatory impacts on a more granular scale when practicable. With regard 
to environmental impacts, for example, OMB should promote the use of detailed spatial modeling to assess how different 
zip codes and census blocks are affected by changes in pollution, accounting for baseline exposure levels along with 
existing vulnerabilities and risk factors. This more granular approach will both facilitate more accurate assessments of a 
rule’s total mortality and morbidity impacts and provide an informational foundation for distributional analysis. 
 
Second, OMB should provide comprehensive guidance to agencies on how to disaggregate their total cost and benefit 
estimates to illuminate whether any economic or demographic group can be expected to disproportionately bear the 
regulatory burdens or receive the regulatory benefits. Such guidance should, among other things, standardize the 
groups upon which agencies’ analyses should focus, as this will enable comparison and aggregation of distributional 
impacts across rulemakings and agencies. We note that the Biden administration has not yet defined “disadvantaged, 
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vulnerable, or marginalized communities,”6 and this report does not purport to identify which groups should be the 
focus of distributional analysis. However, we recommend that the administration undertake a robust stakeholder process 
to identify which groups merit particular consideration and what level of analytic granularity is needed to fully assess the 
impacts of federal action on those groups.

Third, OMB should provide more prescriptive guidance to agencies on incorporating the findings of their distributional 
analyses into decisionmaking. Currently, agencies are provided minimal guidance on how to weigh distributional effects 
against other regulatory impacts. Accordingly, agencies exhibit little consistency in their consideration of distributional 
impacts and frequently default to affording them little or no decisional weight. While precise recommendations on how 
agencies should balance distributional impacts are beyond the scope of this report, we survey the academic literature and 
identify approaches that OMB could consider. 

Finally, we note that not all regulatory imbalances can or should be addressed on a rule-by-rule basis. The significance 
of some disparities may become clear only when viewed cumulatively across multiple rulemakings. And even where 
the distributional analysis of an individual rule reveals a significant disparity, changing the design of the rule may not 
always be possible or the most effective way to address that disparity; instead, compensatory action elsewhere in the 
executive branch may be warranted. Thus, our fourth recommendation is for OMB to develop coordinated, interagency 
strategies for identifying groups that are disproportionately burdened across the regulatory system and compensating 
those communities using agencies’ regulatory and spending authorities. Regular reports from OMB on disparate impacts 
could help facilitate this process.
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Background: The Limits of Existing Guidance  
and Precedent

W hile executive orders and guidance documents have, for decades, advised agencies to consider equity and 
fairness when promulgating regulations and setting policy, agencies have not consistently incorporated 
distributional analysis into their regulatory cost-benefit analyses. This section explores that contrast at 

a high level, largely faulting the lack of detailed guidance focused on the assessment of distributional impacts or the 
consideration of those impacts when weighing regulatory alternatives. 

This section first provides an overview of executive precedents on distributional analysis, and then discusses the sporadic 
implementation by agencies.

The Importance of Equity Considerations in Regulation

A common argument against considering distributional consequences in regulatory decisionmaking is that 
regulations	should	focus	on	efficiency	(i.e.,	maximizing	aggregate	welfare),	whereas	distributional	equity	should	
be left to the tax-and-transfer system.7 While a full assessment of this argument is outside the scope of this 
report, the argument elicits several common rejoinders. Most notably, scholars point out that the tax-and-transfer 
system, while theoretically better suited to address distributional concerns, is not, as a practical matter, designed 
to compensate regulatory “losers,” particularly for non-monetary harms such as health risks.8	Richard	Revesz	
explores the limitations of the tax-and-transfer system in his 2018 article Regulation and Distribution, arguing that 
“perhaps	the	most	important	benefit	of	environmental,	health,	and	safety	regulation	is	the	prevention	of	premature	
mortality, and the income tax system is poorly suited to deal with such distributional consequences that are not 
income-based.”9 

Additionally, because our society values distributional equity—and because distributional baselines and impacts 
can inform an assessment of aggregate welfare gains and losses—regulatory analyses that omit distributional 
impacts	do	not	fully	capture	welfare	effects	and	thus	may	not	accurately	measure	efficiency.10 In an early 2021 
article, Zachary Liscow argues that the United States tax code achieves only one-ninth of “the redistribution 
needed	to	maximize	welfare.”11 

A. Legal Framework for Equity Considerations in Regulatory    
 Cost-Benefit Analysis

Distributional concerns have traditionally played a backseat role in regulatory cost-benefit analysis. While relevant 
executive orders expressly instruct agencies to consider distributional equity, OMB guidance on cost-benefit analysis 
offers few insights regarding the appropriate form of such an analysis. Additionally, a separate executive order from 
President Clinton calls on agencies to assess environmental justice impacts, but agencies have rarely integrated that 
assessment into their broader cost-benefit analysis. 
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Executive Order 12,866, issued by President Clinton in 1994, requires agencies to conduct cost-benefit analysis for major 
rulemakings.12 While a prior executive order issued by President Reagan did call for some assessment of distributional 
impacts in regulatory analysis,13 President Clinton’s order more explicitly recognized that equity considerations are relevant 
in regulatory decisionmaking. Specifically, Clinton’s order explains that agencies should select regulatory “approaches 
that maximize net benefits”14 and explicitly recognizes that “distributive impacts[] and equity” are relevant to assessing 
net benefits.15 The order thus unambiguously recognizes that agencies should incorporate equity considerations into 
their cost-benefit analyses and regulatory decisions. It does not, however, provide agencies with any instructions on how 
to do so. 

In 1996, OMB convened an interagency working group on cost-benefit analysis that resulted in the publication of a 
best practices guidance document.16 This document contained just a brief and mostly non-prescriptive section on 
distributional effects and equity.17 For instance, the guidance advised agencies to assess important distributional effects 
“quantitatively to the extent possible, including their magnitude, likelihood, and incidence of effects on particular groups,” 
but offered no further advice to agencies on how to conduct that assessment.18 On the question of how to incorporate 
distributional considerations into decisionmaking, the guidance simply advised regulators that “[t]here are no generally 
accepted principles for determining when one distribution of net benefits is more equitable than another” and thus 
warned them to “be careful to describe distributional effects without judging their fairness.”19 

Under the George W. Bush administration in 2003, OMB refined and replaced the Clinton-era guidance through the 
publication of Circular A-4, which remains OMB’s principal guidance document on cost-benefit analysis. Circular A-4 
recognizes that “removing distributional unfairness” can be a basis for regulation.20 Like the 1996 guidance, however it 
offers limited technical instruction on assessing distributional effects. While Circular A-4 advises agencies to “provide a 
separate description of distributional effects (i.e., how both benefits and costs are distributed among sub-populations of 
particular concern) so that decision makers can properly consider them along with the effects on economic efficiency,” it 
does not explain how to conduct such an analysis or what demographic subpopulations to consider.21 And, while Circular 
A-4 echoes the Clinton-era guidance by advising agencies to describe distributional effects “quantitatively to the extent 
possible,” it too lacks further direction on this front.22 

In 2011, President Obama published Executive Order 13,563, which reaffirms the centrality of cost-benefit analysis in 
regulatory decisionmaking.23 While noting the continued applicability of Executive Order 12,866,24 President Obama’s 
Order puts additional emphasis on agencies’ ability to cite distributional concerns as grounds for regulatory action. 
Specifically, the Order directs that “[w]here appropriate and permitted by law, each agency may consider (and discuss 
qualitatively) values that are difficult or impossible to quantify, including equity, human dignity, fairness, and distributive 
impacts.”25 But the Order does not elaborate on how agencies should consider these impacts, nor did the Obama 
administration publish any related guidance documents to supplement Circular A-4’s instructions on this topic. 

In addition to these executive orders and guidance documents on cost-benefit analysis, there is a parallel and largely 
distinct line of authority on environmental justice considerations in agency decisionmaking. Executive Order 12,898, 
issued by President Clinton in 1994, requires agencies to identify and seek to address adverse environmental and human-
health impacts of all federal administrative programs (including regulations) on minority and low-income populations.26 
Guidance documents—issued by the White House Council on Environmental Quality under the Clinton administration27 
and the Interagency Working Group on Environmental Justice under the Obama administration28—provide detailed 
instruction on identifying and assessing a broad range of potential disparate impacts in environmental justice analyses 
conducted under Executive Order 12,898. But these documents offer sparse direction on how environmental-justice 
analysis for rulemakings should interact, if at all, with regulatory cost-benefit analysis.
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The Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) has released its own guidance documents on considering equity and 
environmental justice in cost-benefit analysis. The agency’s Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analysis contains a chapter 
focused on assessing distributional considerations and incorporating them into a cost-benefit analysis.29 In 2016, EPA 
issued a document building off of this chapter that provides the most detailed guidance to date on “methods for analysts 
to use when assessing potential environmental-justice concerns in national rules.”30 This EPA guidance recommends 
that analysts “estimate[] health and environmental risks, exposures, outcomes, benefits and other relevant effects 
disaggregated by income and race/ethnicity” whenever possible.31 Among other issues, the document addresses key 
analytical considerations and provides technical guidance on assessing the distribution of both regulatory costs and 
benefits.32 Published in the final months of President Obama’s second term, however, this guidance was largely ignored 
during the Trump administration, and its recommendations have not been extended to other agencies. 

B. Lack of Routine or Consistent Practice Across Agencies

In the absence of detailed guidance from the White House on distributional analysis, individual agencies have mostly 
failed to develop a consistent set of best practices for assessing the distributional outcomes of their regulations. Studies 
show that agencies rarely provide quantitative analysis of distributional considerations and hardly ever cite fairness and 
environmental justice as a basis for rulemaking.

Lisa Robinson, James Hammitt, and Richard Zeckhauser conducted what is perhaps the most comprehensive evalua-
tion to date of the role of distribution in regulatory impact analysis, analyzing dozens of major regulations promulgated         
during President Obama’s first term.33 In their study, Robinson et al. find few consistent practices across agencies and 
across analyses, a lack of quantification of distributional impacts, and a general inattention to equity. For instance, the 
authors note that agencies “rarely quantify the distribution of health-risk reductions across [demographic] groupings” 
and “[i]n most cases . . . they simply certify that the regulation . . . does not adversely affect the health of minorities, 
low-income groups, or children” without detailed analysis.34 The authors find even less attention to the distribution 
of compliance costs, with agencies regularly failing to estimate how profits, price changes, or payroll and employment 
impacts fall on different demographic groups.35 In sum, the authors conclude, “[n]et tallies of costs and benefits for 
different groups are simply not available” and thus “it is not possible to estimate the distribution of net benefits” using 
existing agency analyses.36 This conclusion largely mirrors the findings of an analysis by Carl F. Cranor and Adam M. 
Finkel, which concludes that agencies often “anecdotally mention[] the subpopulations and individuals who may bear 
disproportionate costs or reap disproportionate benefits” without providing quantitative analysis. These scholars note 
that particularly little attention is paid to assessing whether “the costs of regulations might be distributed either regres-
sively or progressively.”37 

Analyses of Executive Order 12,898’s impact similarly find that the Order has neither resulted in robust analyses nor 
substantially affected policy outcomes. For instance, one study finds that agencies typically either ignore Executive Order 
12,9898 or satisfy its demands through “boilerplate rhetoric” that is “devoid of detailed thought or analysis.”38 Another 
survey concludes that interest in environmental justice has waxed and waned across presidential administrations and 
that agencies have sometimes passed off environmental-protection measures that they would have taken anyway as 
“environmental justice.”39 Given the lack of guidance on how to integrate the findings of an environmental-justice analysis 
with those of a broader cost-benefit analysis, moreover, agency findings under Executive Order 12,898 are typically not 
integrated into agencies’ broader assessments of rules’ economic impacts.40 
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There are a handful of cases in which agencies explicitly relied upon distributional equity as a basis for rulemaking. For 
instance, in 2014 the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (“NHTSA”) relied on equity and justice concerns 
in promulgating a regulation mandating backup cameras on all new vehicles.41 Despite acknowledging that the rule’s costs 
exceed its monetized benefits,42 the agency nonetheless concluded that justice considerations (along with nonmonetized 
benefits) justified the regulation, highlighting the rule’s beneficial outcomes for children, people with disabilities, and 
the elderly, who collectively are disproportionately the victims of back-over crashes.43 But NHTSA’s analysis, though 
laudable in many respects, was incomplete in others. In particular, the agency ignored the distribution of regulatory costs 
and offered a somewhat opaque explanation of how it balanced quantified costs and benefits with equity effects. 

There are many other examples of agencies disregarding key distributional impacts. Under the Trump administration, in 
particular, agencies routinely ignored (or minimally considered) regressive regulatory impacts with limited discussion or 
quantitative analysis. In one egregious example, the Department of Agriculture finalized a regulation tightening eligibility 
for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program that, by the agency’s estimates, would cause 688,000 individuals to 
lose their food-assistance benefits.44 Although the rule would substantially and almost exclusively burden low-income 
individuals, the Department of Agriculture provided just a short section on distributional impacts that briefly estimated 
the racial breakdown of disenrollees without acknowledging the rule’s regressive economic effect.45 Moreover, these 
important distributional concerns did not appear to factor into the agency’s determination.46 

Various scholars have argued that disregarding distributional impacts in cost-benefit analyses has led agencies to fail 
to remediate—and sometimes even exacerbate—existing inequalities. In their article Pricing the Priceless, for instance, 
Frank Ackerman and Lisa Heinzerling claim that agency cost-benefit analysis “has the effect of reinforcing[] patterns of 
economic and social inequality.”47 Building upon this critique, Melissa J. Luttrell and Jorge Roman-Romero argue that 
agency use of cost-benefit analysis frequently “maintains and worsens . . . racially inequitable disparities . . . by ignoring—
or dramatically undervaluing—equity concerns, even when the statute at issue is meant to reduce disparities.”48 And 
other scholars and advocates have observed that the use of cost-benefit analysis in federal spending and grant programs 
can lead to money being inequitably directed to wealthier communities.49  

In short, agency cost-benefit analyses rarely integrate distributional impacts in a meaningful fashion, and agencies have 
not developed consistent practices for considering equity as part of regulatory decisionmaking.

C.  Signals of a New Approach

After vowing as a candidate to focus on environmental justice and racial equity,50 President Biden began a process hours 
after his inauguration to reform regulatory review with the hopes of better incorporating distributional impacts. 

In a Presidential Memorandum signed the afternoon of his inauguration titled Modernizing Regulatory Review, President 
Biden tapped OMB to lead an interagency process to identify “concrete suggestions on how the regulatory review 
process can promote public health and safety, economic growth, social welfare, racial justice, environmental stewardship, 
human dignity, equity, and the interests of future generations.”51 Among other directives, the Memorandum instructs 
OMB to develop practices to better “account [for] the distributional consequences of regulations” and “ensure that 
regulatory initiatives appropriately benefit and do not inappropriately burden disadvantaged, vulnerable, or marginalized 
communities.”52 
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Also on the first day of his term, President Biden signed Executive Order 13,985, Advancing Racial Equity and Support for 
Underserved Communities Through the Federal Government.53 The Order identifies how “[e]ntrenched disparities [have] 
denied . . . equal opportunity to individuals and communities,” including those disparities created by public policy.54 
Accordingly, the Order calls on the federal government to “pursue a comprehensive approach to advancing equity for 
all, including people of color and others who have been historically underserved, marginalized, and adversely affected by 
persistent poverty and inequality.”55 Among other things, the Order tasks OMB with “assessing whether agency policies 
and actions create or exacerbate barriers to full and equal participation by all eligible individuals,” assisting agencies 
in “assess[ing] whether underserved communities and their members face systemic barriers in accessing benefits and 
opportunities available pursuant to [federal] policies and programs,” and “identify[ing] opportunities to promote equity 
in the budget that the President submits to the Congress.”56 

This Order also instructs the White House Domestic Policy Council to “coordinate efforts to embed equity principles, 
policies, and approaches across the Federal Government,” including by “identify[ing] communities the Federal 
Government has underserved, and develop[ing] policies designed to advance equity for those communities.”57 In addition, 
the Order establishes an Equitable Data Working Group, which includes an OMB designee among its membership and 
which is tasked with reviewing existing data collection practices and providing recommendations for “expand[ing] and 
refin[ing] the data available to the Federal Government to measure equity.”58 

A week after signing Executive Order 13,985, President Biden issued a separate, sweeping executive order calling for 
widespread action to combat climate change.59 Most relevant for this report, Executive Order 14,008 reaffirms “that 
environmental and economic justice are key considerations” for agencies and creates a White House Environmental 
Justice Advisory Council to identify avenues to “increase the Federal Government’s efforts to address current and historic 
environmental injustice, including recommendations for updating Executive Order 12898.”60 It also calls on the Council 
on Environmental Quality to “create a geospatial Climate and Economic Justice Screening Tool and . . . annually publish 
interactive maps highlighting disadvantaged communities,”61 which will facilitate agencies’ abilities to use appropriately 
granular data. In May 2021, three working groups of the White House Environmental Justice Advisory Council,62 
released initial recommendations for the new tool, including that it should “be integrated and/or supplemented with 
local community knowledge,” “be continually updated and improved as new data becomes available,” and “be leveraged 
to track progress on [environmental justice] goals.”63 

Other relevant agencies and councils have also begun their work to implement President Biden’s executive orders. In 
late March, the Environmental Justice Advisory Council held its first public meeting, at which members signaled a 
broad openness to numerous reforms to emphasize environmental justice in federal policymaking. And in early May, 
OMB put out a request for information seeking to identify “effective methods for assessing whether agency policies and 
actions . . . equitably serve all eligible individuals and communities, particularly those that are currently and historically 
underserved.”64 Among other queries, the request seeks guidance on “new approaches” that agencies could take to 
“conduct effective equity assessments” of proposed policies or regulations.65 
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RECOMMENDATION 1: 
OMB Should Instruct Agencies to Assess 
Regulatory Impacts at a Granular Scale, Taking 
into Account Community Demographics and 
Existing Risk Factors

A critical first step to identify and address distributional regulatory concerns is to identify who is being affected 
by a regulation (i.e., affected groups or communities) and to what degree. Measuring impacts at aggregate 
scales can hinder this objective, as group averages often mask disparate effects across communities and fail to 

accurately capture total regulatory impacts. Thus, in order to improve quantification of total regulatory impacts and 
enable better identification and analysis of disproportionate effects, regulators should measure effects as granularly as 
possible, considering different levels of exposure and risk factors of affected communities. These granular measurements 
could lay the foundation for regulatory analyses that better account for distributional impacts, as discussed in the next 
section of this report. As noted earlier, this report does not attempt to identify which subpopulations should be examined 
in a distributional analysis. That list should be the product of a robust stakeholder engagement process. Relevant 
subpopulations would likely include, however, at least some of those demographic groups identified in Executive Order 
13,985.66 

This section explains how granular measurements could unmask disparities in the intensity of regulatory impacts, 
account for different risk factors of affected groups, and generate more accurate analyses of both regulatory benefits 
and costs. The examples in this section are drawn from air-quality regulations, where impacts are heavily determined 
by geographical space, and hence geographically granular measurements are required to best assess regulatory effects. 
However, the advantages of granular analyses in the measurement of distributional outcomes extend beyond air or even 
environmental regulation. Indeed, they apply to any policy whose disproportionate effects on vulnerable individuals or 
communities are masked by population averages. The Equitable Data Working Group—established under Executive 
Order 13,985 to disaggregate federal data sets by “race, ethnicity, gender, disability, income, veteran status, or other key 
demographic variables”—is already collecting much of the data that could be useful for such analyses,67 and OMB should 
recommend that agencies make use of this data (and other available disaggregated data) whenever possible. 

A. Geographically Granular Analyses Are Key to Unveiling     
 Environmental Injustices

Recent research in public health and economics that applies novel modeling techniques and disaggregated demographic 
data highlights how a granular analysis of impacts might better reveal environmental injustices in ways that a coarser 
analysis cannot. For instance, a team of researchers led by Andrew L. Goodkind measure PM2.5-related health damages 
at a fine geographical scale (down to one kilometer).68 They find that a large share of damages69 is borne by populations 
living very close to emission sources (i.e., affected communities): a third of total damages happen within five miles of 
the source of pollution. As a result, health damages associated with one more unit of emissions can vary by an order of 
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magnitude within a single county. Likewise, Janet Currie, Lucas Davis, Michael Greenstone, and Reed Walker find that 
toxic emissions from industrial plants cause low infant birthweight only in narrow areas surrounding a plant.70 In those 
cases, a county aggregate—let alone a state or national estimate—would obscure the disproportionate effects of those 
populations more directly affected by pollution. And, depending on the number and demographics of the individuals 
living within the proximate range of the relevant plants, larger aggregates could significantly under- or over-estimate the 
total regulatory effect. 

More granular analysis could also be used to better assess the scope and distribution of more distant pollution harms. 
This is particularly important in the case of diffuse pollutants, such as fine particulate matter or arsenic contamination of 
drinking water, whose adverse effects can propagate through narrow paths across large spatial areas.71 Hence, Goodkind 
et al., in their fine-scale analysis of PM2.5 pollution damages, find that a sizable share of pollution harm is borne by 
populations living more than 150 miles from a pollution source.72 Recent research also shows that 99% of coal plant 
emissions leave the counties from which they are emitted after only six hours.73 These findings reveal that limiting the 
exploration of environmental injustices to nearby, “frontline” communities—even in cases of pollutants that are often 
considered “local,” such as primary particulate matter—might be overly simplistic in certain cases. In actuality, pollution 
can affect distant narrow areas (as determined by wind patterns and atmospheric conditions, or water bodies). Granular 
analysis of pollution impacts, unlike aggregate county- or state-level analyses, allows for identification of geographic 
communities near and far from pollution sources that stand to suffer disproportionate harms. 

To best assess impacts at a granular scale, agencies should exhibit a preference for census block data as opposed to larger 
geographic units such as census tracts. Choosing a larger geographic unit of analysis could result in a disadvantaged 
community being outnumbered by a surrounding population, masking its presence in the analysis. EPA has long 
cautioned against this potential outcome, pointing out that “pockets of minority or low-income communities, including 
those that may be experiencing disproportionately high and adverse effects, may be missed in a traditional census tract-
based analysis.”74 
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B. Granular Analyses Should Incorporate Varying Levels of Vulnerability

Besides identifying different levels of exposure, granular measurements would also enable better integration of the risk 
factors associated with affected communities (and subpopulations within those communities), allowing analysts to 
better translate pollution levels into public-health impacts. Populations with different socioeconomic characteristics can 
differ in their vulnerability to changes induced by regulation, as an additional unit of pollution more severely affects a 
more vulnerable population than a less vulnerable one.75 As a result, granular analysis is critical not only to identifying 
the affected communities, but ultimately to accurately estimating the public-health impacts of the regulation that are 
influenced by the profile of the communities affected. Due to differing levels of vulnerability, a regulation could result 
in disproportionate effects even if all communities are equally exposed to the same levels of pollution (although such 
uniform exposure rarely occurs).76 

Granular-level analysis that considers socioeconomic risk factors could reveal regulatory impacts that a county- or region-
wide analysis would likely miss. To provide just one example, a study by Tatyana Deryugina and a team of researchers 
finds that more vulnerable elderly populations (e.g., those more frequently suffering chronic health conditions) are 
more susceptible to pollution increases than other elderly communities, yet they tend to live in areas with lower average 
pollution levels.77 Hence, reducing pollution in highly polluted areas may not always maximize public-health gains, as 
community demographic risk factors are equally important to the assessment. Because vulnerable populations tend to 
be concentrated in particular, sub-county geographic areas, regulatory impacts estimated at the county level would fail 
to capture the disparate vulnerability levels of different communities and thus would not fully capture public-health 
impacts. 

Considering local-level demographic risk factors would improve our understanding of both the aggregate and distribu-
tional impacts of many regulations. For instance, the average dose-response function between particulate matter con-
centration and mortality identified in a 2009 study of the American Cancer Society is widely used in the quantification 
of costs related to pollution exposure,78 including by EPA’s Co-Benefits Risk Assessment Health Impacts Screening and 
Mapping Tool.79 However, that same study also shows that mortality risk from pollution exposure is negatively corre-
lated with educational attainment: for instance, lung-cancer mortality risk associated with a change of 10 μg/m3 PM2.5 
concentration is approximately 20% higher for those without post-secondary education. The use of disaggregated risk 
estimates would thus enable a more accurate estimate of pollution mortality and morbidity.80 By doing so, it could reveal 
both efficiency and distributional impacts that might be overlooked when using average population risks. 

C. Regulatory Costs Should Also Be Measured Granularly

To more fully assess distributional impacts, regulators should seek to granularly estimate costs as well as benefits.81 Even 
environmental regulations that bring health-related benefits to some affected communities could impose disproportionate 
costs on these same communities if, for instance, they are dependent on the pollution sources for jobs or would face 
higher prices for common consumer goods. These costs might offset health-related benefits in some cases.82 Hence, 
regulatory analysis should seek to assess both benefits and costs on a granular scale. 

Assessing who bears regulatory costs due to changing energy prices or wages at a granular scale could be more challenging 
than granularly evaluating health-related impacts. As described above, health impacts could be estimated using readily 
available air-transport models83 and census demographic data. However, the distribution of regulatory costs would 
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usually depend on responses by firms and customers that are more complex to model (e.g., Would a firm pass costs 
incurred from a pollution-reducing policy to customers? Or would it rather decrease wages? How would customers/
employees react to those changes?). For instance, regulations that cause a price increase in inferior goods (i.e., those 
for which demand decreases as consumer income rises) will tend to disproportionately burden low-income individuals 
and groups, whereas regulations that cause a price increase in normal goods (i.e., those for which demand increases as 
consumer income rises) will more heavily burden high-income individuals and groups.

Recent research has made advances in modeling these interactions. For instance, Dallas Burtraw, Maya Domeshek, and 
Amelia Keyes analyze how energy expenditures and income sources might change for populations with different income 
levels as a result of setting a federal carbon tax, showing that the details of implementation determine whether the policy 
is progressive or regressive.84 When similar analytical models are not readily available, Lisa Robinson and her co-authors 
suggest performing a “bounding analysis” that assumes that costs are passed on “as changes in prices, wages, and/or 
returns to capital in both the short and long runs.”85 Comparing these different scenarios using disaggregated data on 
product purchases, wages by occupation, etc. would shed light on the potential distributional consequences of a policy, 
and consequently, allow a granular estimation of net benefits even when analysts are more data- or resource-constrained. 

Case Study: Geographically granular analyses and environmental justice at EPA

EPA	has	long	recognized	the	need	to	evaluate	impacts	at	granular	and	disaggregated	levels	in	order	to	address	
environmental justice, even if this recognition has not always been translated into policymaking. As early as 
1995, and in response to Executive Order 12,898, EPA announced its goal that “no segment of the population, 
regardless	of	race,	color,	national	origin,	or	income,	as	a	result	of	EPA’s	policies,	programs,	and	activities,	suffers	
disproportionately	 from	 adverse	 human	 health	 or	 environmental	 effects.”86 However, in the decades following 
this statement, EPA’s regulatory analyses were not typically carried out with a level of granularity to identify 
disproportionate	impacts	on	different	segments	of	the	population.	Indeed,	most	EPA	analyses	have	incorporated	
environmental justice concerns only with “perfunctory, pro forma assertions,” mostly stating that “a plan of 
environmental justice compliance was not needed because there would be no adverse impact.”87 

More recently, EPA has highlighted the importance of granular regulatory analysis in its detailed technical guidance 
issued during the last months of the Obama administration.88 This guidance has the stated objective of assisting 
EPA’s analysts in ensuring that “potential [environmental justice] concerns are appropriately considered and 
addressed in the development of regulatory actions.”89 Though it stresses that any analysis will be limited by the 
data available, the guidance highlights that a best practice is to “disaggregate data to reveal important spatial 
differences	(e.g.,	demographic	information	for	each	facility/place)	when	feasible	and	appropriate.”90 In the case of 
air	regulations,	the	guidance	emphasizes	that	“finer-scale	air	quality,	health,	and	socioeconomic	data	allow	one	
to assess the distribution of air pollution impacts across key population groups of concern and to have greater 
confidence	 in	 the	conclusions	drawn	 from	 these	data.”91 As noted in this section, such a granular analysis of 
pollution impacts should be feasible in most contexts using readily-available air transport models and census 
demographic data.
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RECOMMENDATION 2: 
OMB Should Provide Agencies with Detailed 
Guidance on Assessing the Distribution of a 
Proposed	Regulation’s	Costs	and	Benefits	
Among Demographic Subgroups

E quipped with granular measurements of regulatory costs and benefits that consider different impact intensities 
and risk factors across subpopulations, a regulator could tally how those costs and benefits are distributed among 
discrete demographic groups. OMB should encourage agencies to provide such demographically disaggregated 

totals—in addition to aggregate calculations of costs and benefits—whenever possible. OMB should also publish 
guidance on conducting such an assessment, including a list of subpopulations to consider. 

A. Disaggregated Totals Enable Agencies to More Rigorously    
 Assess Disproportionate Impacts 

As detailed in the Background section, executive orders and guidance on cost-benefit analysis have long called for 
agencies to quantify the distributional impacts of regulations, but these documents offer little direction on the form or 
contents of such an analysis.92 To promote better and more consistent distributional analysis, OMB could provide more 
prescriptive and detailed guidance on this front. In particular, OMB could instruct agencies to provide disaggregated cost 
and benefit estimates, in addition to the population-wide estimates that agencies normally provide, that evaluate how 
both positive and adverse regulatory impacts are distributed across specified subpopulations.

Such analysis would enable regulators to assess not only how costs and benefits are dispersed among different 
subpopulations, but also whether the rule is more or less net-beneficial for those groups than it is for the remainder of 
the population. This would help regulators understand the magnitude of distributional consequences (including the 
distribution of benefits, costs, and net benefits) and potentially dispel false assumptions about their magnitude.93 And 
by consistently disaggregating monetized cost-benefit totals along the same demographic lines, where possible, agencies 
(and OMB) could also assess whether subpopulations of particular concern are benefitted across the regulatory system, 
and consider whether disparate impacts of particular rules are offset or compounded by the effects of other rules. Such 
findings could be reported on a regular basis (e.g., yearly) as part of a suite of information that informs future actions. 

Like good cost-benefit analysis itself, moreover, disaggregated estimates could also improve agency decisionmaking by 
“better inform[ing]” the public and decisionmakers on the regulation’s distributional impacts and thereby “reduc[ing] 
interest group power over” the rulemaking process.94 According to former OIRA administrator John Graham, advocates 
for low-income groups are underrepresented among lobbyists,95 and so adding a “distributional test” to cost-benefit 
analysis would help ensure that “regulators . . . seriously consider the impact” of regulations on marginalized groups.96 
Clear, disaggregated data would also help engage stakeholders in the regulatory review process on distributional issues 
and facilitate dialogue between the public and the regulating agency on distributional impacts. 
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B. OMB Can Facilitate Consistent Disaggregated Analysis by    
 Providing Guidance on Methodology and Approach

Despite not being widely implemented in regulatory analysis, the notion of disaggregating regulatory impacts along 
demographic lines is well-established in the academic literature.97 But disaggregation can be very challenging. Without 
further guidance and standardization, agencies may continue struggling to assess distributional considerations in a 
rigorous and consistent fashion. 

OMB should thus prepare guidance on methodologies for assessing distributional impacts. Such guidance should 
recommend methodologies for disaggregating and monetizing benefits, as well as methodologies for disaggregating and 
monetizing costs, and provide guidelines on the demographic subpopulations that agency analyses should consider. This 
section discusses those different elements, in that order. 

For disaggregating benefits, EPA’s 2016 technical guidance on incorporating environmental justice into cost-benefit 
analysis offers a useful starting point. In particular, that document provides detailed advice for analysts on disaggregating 
health impacts along geographic, and ultimately demographic, lines using mapping and data on exposure and baseline 
vulnerability.98 As detailed in Recommendation 1, supra, regular usage of these state-of-the-art tools would enable 
agencies to better estimate both the scale and distribution of environmental benefits. As noted above, the Council on 
Environmental Quality is launching a new interactive mapping tool that would support the collection and consolidation 
of disaggregated data. Although OMB should broaden its guidance beyond environmental regulations, the core 
approach in EPA’s guidance—incorporating scientific and demographic data to measure benefits at a granular scale—
can be generalized and supplemented to facilitate disaggregated estimates of all benefits, both environmental and non-
environmental. 

As an example of using granular data to calculate benefits and costs on demographic subpopulations, Ronald J. 
Shadbegian, Wayne Gray, and Cynthia Morgan performed such an analysis in a paper looking at the impacts of EPA’s 
sulfur dioxide trading program on various demographic subpopulations.99 In their analysis, the authors began by looking 
at the distribution of sulfur-dioxide emission reductions by geographic area. They then looked at the demographic 
makeup of each geographic area to transpose geographic impacts into demographic effects. Specifically, the analysts 
assessed the rule’s benefits and costs on five different demographic subpopulations based on race (Black and Hispanic), 
income (those below the poverty level), and age (children under 6 and the adults over 65).100 While this analysis is from 
2005 and does not make full use of high-resolution granularity now available, a more granular analysis would enable even 
more reliable translation of localized impacts into demographic assessments. In a 2014 assessment, for instance, a group 
of researchers from Resources for the Future performed a disaggregated cost-benefit analysis of several “smart growth” 
policies, analyzing their costs and benefits for numerous demographic subpopulations.101 

As part of its guidance on disaggregating benefit estimates, OMB should provide particular guidance on how agencies 
should monetize health and welfare impacts that have been disaggregated along demographic lines. While some scholars 
have suggested using different willingness-to-pay values particular to each subpopulation,102 one’s willingness to pay is 
bounded by wealth and income and therefore does not fully reflect the value that one ascribes to a particular benefit. 
Especially if regulators assess benefits disaggregated by income groups, the use of particularized in-group willingness-
to-pay values will thus undervalue benefits received by low-income groups and produce a skewed picture of regulatory 
impacts. Accordingly, the most defensible approach is to use the same monetized values for health and welfare benefits 
across all demographic groups.103 
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In addition to its normative advantages, using a constant value is also consistent with existing regulatory precedent, 
which could bolster its legal justification. For instance, EPA applies a constant value of a statistical life for all individuals, 
despite some empirical evidence suggesting that younger and healthier individuals may place a higher value on the 
avoidance of small mortality risks104 (and the fact that ability to pay is higher among wealthier individuals105). And in 
the United Kingdom, cost-benefit analyses from the Department of Health apply demographic disaggregation while 
also using constant monetary valuations of health benefits across demographic groups.106 OMB should provide clear 
guidance on the use of constant monetized values across demographic subpopulations to ensure consistent practices 
between agencies.

In addition to benefits, OMB should provide guidance on disaggregating regulatory costs along demographic lines, 
as “the distribution of health or environment effects alone,” without disaggregated cost estimates, “might convey an 
incomplete—and potentially biased—picture of the overall burden faced by population groups of concern.”107 As 
detailed in Recommendation 1, frequently “data or methods may not exist for [a] full examination of the distributional 
implications of costs across population groups of concern.”108 Nonetheless, as noted therein, the distribution of costs 
could be assessed based on data such as the pass-through of compliance costs to consumers and the demographic 
makeup of the relevant consumer base and labor force.109 Such cost data, to the extent available, could be disaggregated 
to estimate the breakdown of regulatory costs along different population subgroups. OMB could facilitate such analysis 
across the regulatory state by expanding on EPA’s guidance to encompass cost considerations outside the environmental 
sphere.

OMB should also identify a manageable list of subpopulations for agencies’ analyses to consider. Executive Order 12,898 
targets the dimensions of income and race, with its focus on “minority populations and low-income populations.”110 
Executive Order 13,985 lists a number of specific groups that have been historically underserved.111 Other demographic 
characteristics such as age or health status may also be relevant, as illustrated by NHTSA’s 2014 regulation involving 
backup cameras.112 While all of these dimensions are important and merit consideration, disaggregating costs and 
benefits along demographic lines is challenging and time-consuming, and there is a risk that agencies may delay important 
regulations—or simply eschew recommended procedures for distributional analysis—if asked to perform quantitative 
analysis along numerous dimensions. 

In providing guidance on the groups on which agency analyses should focus, OMB may wish to consider such factors 
as the prominence of different demographic indicators in concerns about distribution and equity, the availability of 
data, and the compatibility of different metrics with quantitative decisionmaking tools. Distributional breakdowns by 
income group fare especially well on the last criteria, as there is voluminous research translating income gains or losses 
into utility effects.113 While disaggregated data based on race could also be highly informative regarding a regulation’s 
racial or environmental justice impacts, agencies should exercise caution about factoring that data into regulatory 
decisionmaking since it could also implicate thorny constitutional issues.114 As noted above, the federal government 
should engage stakeholders in identifying which groups to consider. Recommendations on which groups to choose are 
outside the scope of this report. 

Whatever OMB recommends, it may wish to preserve flexibility for agencies to additionally consider a wide range of 
potential distributional considerations, either quantitatively or qualitatively, on a case-by-case basis (on top of the default 
analysis that OMB recommends). Important effects on particular communities—based on age or health status, for 
example115—could be considered in individual rulemakings even if it may not be feasible for agencies to quantitatively 
assess costs and benefits for that subpopulation in every rule. 
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RECOMMENDATION 3: 
In Addition to Providing Guidance on How to 
Conduct Distributional Analysis, OMB Should 
Offer	Suggestions	for	Incorporating	the	Results	
of Such Analysis into Regulatory Decisionmaking

E ven if agencies gather detailed data on how costs and benefits are distributed among discrete demographic 
groups as described above, current authorities offer little guidance on what they should do with that data. For 
instance, Circular A-4 instructs agencies to perform a distributional analysis but then says nothing about how 

to incorporate that analysis into the ultimate decision of which regulatory alternative to select. In other words, agencies 
have no guidance on how to weigh the desirability of a potential rule’s distributional effects against other attributes of 
that rule, such as its total net benefits. 

This section discusses three possible approaches to factoring distributional consequences into regulatory                                                       
decisionmaking: 

1. Qualitatively assessing the desirability of distributional outcomes from a disaggregated cost-benefit 
analysis.

2. Using quantitative tools that enable regulators to assess the desirability of distributional outcomes.

3. Using weighted cost-benefit analysis that directly incorporates distributional outcomes into 
aggregated cost and benefit totals. 

The first option is premised on the status quo, where OMB grants agencies broad discretion to determine whether and 
how distributional desirability should affect their decisions. 

The second is to recommend standardized metrics for scoring policies’ distributional outcomes, which agencies could 
use to supplement a traditional cost-benefit analysis.116 These approaches include inequality metrics and social welfare 
functions that enable agencies to “score,” or assess the desirability of, different distributional outcomes. While this 
approach leaves agencies discretion as to how to use those scores when selecting among regulatory options, OMB could 
recommend that agencies treat these scores similarly to other nonmonetized effects. 

The third option is to fully integrate distributional effects into the bottom line of a cost-benefit analysis by using 
distributional weights that reflect the diminishing marginal utility of income (recognizing that a dollar is worth more to 
a poor person than a rich one) or the diminishing marginal utility of well-being more broadly understood,117 based on a 
utilitarian social welfare function. Alternately, OMB could recommend that agencies use weights that reflect an ethical 
choice to prioritize net benefits for worst-off individuals or groups, based on a prioritarian social welfare function. Rather 
than supplementing a traditional cost-benefit analysis, these metrics would effectively replace that traditional analysis. 
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OMB should use a consultative process to determine which of these approaches, if any, best meets the goals of 
stakeholders. Public input should also inform how the results of distributional analyses—and the data underlying 
those analyses—are presented, as not only agencies, but also community groups and other organizations may benefit 
from access. Whichever approach it chooses, we urge OMB to provide agencies with step-by-step guidance on how to 
implement that approach and assess—whether quantitatively or not—the magnitude or significance of distributional 
consequences relative to a proposed action’s other effects (including aggregate monetized costs and benefits). We note 
that any approach to distributional analysis, including the status quo approach, requires a regulator to make explicit value 
judgments.118 Transparency regarding such judgments is key to ensuring consistent and robust distributional analysis.

A. OMB Could Recommend that Agencies Qualitatively Assess the   
 Results of a Disaggregated Cost-Benefit Analysis

Regulators could treat the findings of a disaggregated cost-benefit analysis the way they would treat a nonmonetized 
cost or benefit. Under this approach, an agency could use its discretion when evaluating the significance of a proposal’s 
distributional effects and incorporating that evaluation into its regulatory decision. While this qualitative assessment 
resembles how agencies currently treat distributional impacts, agencies would now have quantitative support for their 
decisions from their disaggregated cost-benefit totals. 

This would not be such a departure from current practice, as agencies are already making judgments like this when faced 
with important but nonmonetized risk reduction or health effects. Indeed, rules have been justified on the significance of 
their unquantified benefits in the past. For example, EPA promulgated a rule in 2015 on phosphoric acid manufacturing 
and phosphate fertilizer production despite finding that rule to be net-costly based on monetized impacts alone.119 
Though the agency relied on the nonmonetized benefits of mercury emissions reductions, EPA concluded that the rule 
was net-beneficial on the whole and therefore justified. Specifically, EPA explained that the rule “will mitigate future 
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[mercury] emissions … by requiring compliance with numeric emission limits,”120 thereby “result[ing] in improvements 
in air quality and reduced negative health effects associated with exposure to air pollution of these emissions.”121 However, 
EPA did not monetize the benefits of reducing mercury emissions because it lacked adequate data to do so.122 Similarly, 
the Bureau of Land Management justified its 2015 hydraulic fracturing rule despite an absence of monetized benefits by 
concluding that not being able to put a number on the risk reduction associated with the rule “does not mean that the 
rule is without benefits.”123 

Circular A-4 also broadly endorses the consideration of nonmonetized benefits (and costs), explaining that “[w]hen there 
are important non-monetary values at stake,” a regulator should “also identify them in [the] analysis so policymakers can 
compare them with the monetary benefits and costs.”124 Accordingly, regulators should “exercise professional judgment 
in determining how important the non-quantified benefits or costs may be in the context of the overall analysis.”125 

Agencies could treat the findings of their distributional analysis in the same manner. For instance, if a proposal has 
desirable enough distributional effects, those effects could allow a regulator to justify choosing this option even if it 
has lower net benefits than the other alternatives examined. Similarly, an agency could choose not to pursue the most 
net-beneficial option (according to aggregated, traditional cost-benefit estimates) if its distributional outcomes are 
undesirable. This ranking could be done by looking at the results of a disaggregated cost-benefit analysis and making 
normative judgments about the desirability of distributional outcomes—much like how regulators often consider other 
nonmonetized effects.

B. OMB Could Recommend that Agencies Use Quantitative Tools to   
 Evaluate Distributional Outcomes

If a regulator is treating the results of a disaggregated cost-benefit analysis like a nonmonetized effect, it is important that 
those effects “be categorized or ranked in terms of their importance within the decision-making context.”126 Like with 
nonmonetized effects, the more underlying data to guide such an analysis, the better.127 While distributional impacts 
could be ranked without further quantitative analysis, as discussed above, various quantitative methodologies to assess 
the results of a disaggregated cost-benefit analysis would greatly aid in the process of assessing and contextualizing 
different distributional outcomes. 

If it pursues this approach, OMB should recommend standardized metrics for assessing distributional outcomes that 
regulators could then weigh against monetized costs and benefits. These metrics could be inequality metrics that are 
commonly used in the literature or they could be based on social welfare functions. The decisionmaker could also use 
this information to determine if some other quantitative analytical tool, like a breakeven analysis, would be useful. In 
breakeven analysis, if faced with a net-costly rule with nonmonetized benefits, the regulator tries to determine “[h]ow 
small . . .  the value of the non-quantified benefits [would] be . . . before the rule would yield zero net benefits.”128 

The following subsections describe several analytical tools that could be used to more easily rank and compare policy 
proposals based on distributional outcomes or distributional desirability. As noted above, policymakers could treat their 
findings from these methodologies as they would a nonmonetized effect: the findings could factor into their decision, 
even to justify choosing a less net-beneficial alternative, but to what extent this information plays a role would be at the 
policymaker’s discretion. In other words, these quantitative metrics could be presented alongside traditional cost-benefit 
analysis, with the regulator choosing how much weight to give each analysis in the decisionmaking process. 
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Quantitative Tools for Incorporating Distributional Considerations into Decisionmaking129

Tool Numerical Output Possible Information129 

Gini Coefficient
A number between 0 and 
1. A higher value denotes 

greater inequality. 

A ratio representing the projected distribution of an impact 
(e.g., cost or benefit) in a given policy scenario compared to an 
equal distribution of said impact.

Atkinson Index
A number between 0 and 1. 

A higher value denotes 
greater inequality. 

A ratio representing the projected distribution of an impact in a 
given policy scenario compared to an equal distribution of said 
impact, reflecting societal preferences about inequality. The 
greater the societal aversion to inequality, the more sensitive the 
ratio is to unequal distribution of outcomes.

Theil Index
A number between 0 and 
infinity. A higher number 

denotes greater inequality.

A number representing how far the projected distribution of 
an impacts from a scenario where said impact is distributed 
equally.

Utilitarian Weighted 
Cost-Benefit Analysis

A dollar value for 
net benefits.

Aggregate costs and benefits of a rule if willingness to pay for a 
specific impact of the rule is weighted to reflect the diminishing 
marginal utility of income.

Prioritarian Weighted 
Cost-Benefit Analysis

A dollar value for 
net benefits.

Aggregate costs and benefits of a rule if willingness to pay for a 
specific impact of the rule is weighted so that improvements to 
the worst off are prioritized above other welfare impacts.

1. Inequality metrics

One option is for regulators to assess policy outcomes using inequality metrics. Inequality metrics take a range of 
inputs, like individual-, household-, or group-level characteristics (e.g., income, health status, or exposure to a particular 
pollutant), apply a formula that reflects certain assumptions about the regulator’s priorities, and produce values that 
represent the level of inequality in a given scenario. Inequality metrics can be used to compare the status quo with the 
distributional outcomes of a specific policy scenario or to compare distributional outcomes across alternatives. The 
values produced by these metrics could allow regulators to rank different policy options based on distributional effects, 
enabling them to evaluate distributional outcomes alongside cost-benefit analysis to aid in decisionmaking process. 
Using these metrics requires a regulator to have already assessed the impacts of a rule on certain groups, so gathering 
and sorting the data by subpopulations of interest per Recommendation 1 and Recommendation 2 of this report are 
prerequisites for implementing inequality metrics. 

Below are some examples of inequality metrics that OMB could suggest that agencies use. The Gini coefficient and 
Atkinson index have been used by researchers to measure health inequality and also “to evaluate changes in inequality 
resulting from environmental policy measures.”130 The Theil index is also widely used by researchers in the health 
context131 and has been used to measure racial segregation.132 The United States Census Bureau uses all three to assess 
income inequality.133 

a.	 Gini	Coefficient	

The Gini coefficient was originally designed to measure inequality in distribution of income.134 In the income context, 
the Gini coefficient takes the area between a given Lorenz curve, which shows income distribution, and an ideal Lorenz 
curve where income distribution is equal, and expresses that area as a proportion of the total area under the given Lorenz 
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curve.135  Gini himself proposed that the metric measured “the variability of any statistic distribution or probability 
distribution.”136 The result is a number between zero and one, “with higher values denoting greater inequality.”137 

The Gini coefficient can be deployed in other contexts by substituting other characteristics, like exposure to pollutants, 
for income. Thus, the Gini coefficient could be used to compare the effects of a proposed regulation with the status quo 
or the effects of a preferred regulatory alternative with other policy options.138 If the Gini coefficient is near one for a 
proposed action but near 0.5 for a possible alternative, for instance, the regulator would know that the proposal would 
result in a more unequal outcome than the alternative. 

b. Atkinson Index 

The Atkinson index was also originally designed to measure inequality in the distribution of income. In the income 
context, the Atkinson index “is derived by calculating the equity-sensitive average income,” which is “the level of per 
capita income which, if uniformly possessed, would make total welfare exactly equal to the total welfare generated by 
the actual income distribution.”139 The Atkinson index takes the status of an individual and the number of individuals in 
the population, and applies an inequality-aversion parameter.140 The Atkinson index “explicitly incorporate[s] normative 
judgments about social welfare” by applying an aversion-to-inequality factor that is chosen by the analyst or regulator.141 
The inequality-aversion parameter reflects “societal preferences for equality.”142 Like the Gini coefficient, the Atkinson 
index could be used to compare the distributional effects of a regulatory proposal with those of the status quo or other 
regulatory alternatives. 

c. Theil Index 

The Theil index effectively measures how far away the population in a given scenario is from a state of equality.143 The out-
put is a number between zero and infinity, with higher numbers representing greater levels of inequality.144 For example, 
a regulatory option with a Theil index of 5 would have a more equal distribution of impacts than one with a Theil index 
of 50. Some experts recommend that the Theil index only be used with other inequality metrics because certain aspects 
of its calculation lack intuitive appeal.145 

Two research teams—one led by Jonathan Levy,146 the other by Sam Harper147—provide useful overviews of these and 
other inequality metrics, which OMB may wish to consider. Levy et al. include a stylized example of how these three 
inequality metrics can be used in the context of an air pollution control policy.148 
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Inequality Metrics in the Literature

There are various notable papers that explore how to use inequality metrics for health and environmental justice 
considerations.	Although	this	report	does	not	endorse	any	particular	metric	 (or	 the	use	of	 inequality	metrics	 in	
general),	this	discussion	highlights	the	rigor	of	these	approaches	and	their	prevalence	in	the	literature.	

In one paper, a team of researchers led by Sam Harper considers explicitly applying inequality metrics to regulatory 
decisionmaking.149	 The	 authors	 discuss	 twenty	 indicators	 of	 health	 inequality,	 including	 “quantification	 of	 the	
distribution of inequalities in health outcomes across social groups of concern, considering both within-group 
and between-group comparisons.”150 The authors note that regulators conducting distributional analyses using 
measures of well-being must make certain choices, including with respect to: reference groups or points for 
comparisons; whether they will look at relative or absolute dimensions of inequality; whether to consider ordinal 
groups	(e.g.,	 income	quartiles	or	educational	attainment)	or	nominal	groups	(e.g.,	ethnic	or	geographic	groups)	
or	both;	and	finally,	any	value	judgments	that	belie	possible	weighting	choices.151 Finally, the authors caution that 
these measures “will…be interpretable only when they take account of baseline inequality and are evaluated in 
conjunction	with	[other]	benefits.”152

In another example of the application of inequality metrics, a team of researchers led by James Boyce uses 
different	indicators	of	inequality—such	as	the	Gini	Coefficient,	Theil	Index/Generalized	Entropy	Measure,	ratios	of	
medians, and ratios of 90th percentiles—and census tract-level data to generate inter-state rankings according to 
inequality in exposure to air pollution. The authors look at both vertical inequality, which is inequality of exposure to 
air	pollutants,	and	horizonal	inequality,	which	is	based	on	other	characteristics	like	minority	status	and	income.153 

In	the	context	of	measuring	inequality	of	health	benefits	derived	from	regulation,	Levy	et	al.154	compare	different	
metrics,	such	as	the	Gini	index,	Atkinson	index,	and	the	Theil’s	entropy	index.	They	analyze	how	these	metrics	
behave	with	respect	to	what	they	consider	an	ideal	set	of	criteria	(“axioms”).155 They conclude that the Atkinson 
Index,	an	indicator	originally	developed	to	characterize	income	inequality,	is	the	metric	that	best	satisfies	these	
axioms. In another paper, Neal Fann and his co-authors, for instance, use the Atkinson Index to assess distributional 
impacts	of	different	air	quality	management	approaches	in	the	city	of	Detroit.156 

In	recent	work,	Erin	T.	Mansur	and	Glenn	Sheriff157 propose an alternative metric to the measures of inequality 
used by many other authors, wherein they draw from the Rawlsian veil of ignorance theory to rank emissions 
distributions	resulting	from	different	policy	scenarios.158 The authors use the premise that one policy is preferable 
for	a	specific	subpopulation	if	that	policy	would	be	“chosen	by	an	impartial	agent	who	had	an	equal	probability	of	
receiving the exposure of any individual in that group.” The authors caution that their approach allows the selection 
of	a	globally	optimal	policy	only	if	there	were	consensus	within	groups	about	preferences.	Specifically,	they	claim	
that	their	approach	“informs	a	policy	maker	about	how	different	policy	options	affect	each	group	but	leaves	to	her	
the decision of how to balance competing interests.”159 

* * *

Pending stakeholder input, OMB should consider inequality metrics as one set of available tools for agencies to 
incorporate distributional analysis into regulatory decisionmaking. Using inequality metrics alongside costs and benefits 
that have been disaggregated by demographic groups may give regulators important information about how evenly costs 
and benefits are distributed, which could help them contextualize a rule’s distributional effects alongside other regulatory 
impacts. 
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2. Weights based on social welfare functions

Agencies could also assess the desirability of distributional outcomes by applying weights to costs and benefits that are 
based on a Social Welfare Function (“SWF”) framework. SWFs are used to understand how social welfare changes as a 
function of the distribution of “utilities,” or units of well-being,160 in a given population.161 Weights based on SWFs could 
be applied to disaggregated costs and benefits to rank policy options based on distributional desirability. Although SWFs 
typically are based on income or consumption, we note that it is also possible to define well-being using characteristics 
like health status or leisure.162 OMB should consult with stakeholders when evaluating whether an income-focused 
approach is appropriate and, if not, whether and how other attributes of well-being could be used to generate 
weights.

Here we describe two types of distributional weights that could be applied to costs and benefits to proxy different 
SWFs: utilitarian and prioritarian. Utilitarian weights are typically constructed to reflect the fact that one dollar 
is more valuable for a low-income individual than a high-income one. They could also be constructed to reflect the 
diminishing marginal utility of well-being more broadly understood (e.g., an increase in environmental quality is more 
valuable to individuals with a lower baseline of environmental quality).163 But using dimensions other than income 
requires additional analytical steps (e.g., determining how to measure environmental quality, including how a unit of 
environmental quality improvement or degradation can be compared). Under the prioritarian approach, weights go 
beyond incorporating the diminishing marginal utility of income (or other characteristics) and are constructed instead 
to integrate particular ethical and moral considerations of equity and fairness. Prioritarian weights assign “higher value 
to well-being increments that accrue to the worse-off than to identical well-being impacts that accrue to the better-off.”164 
Under either approach, regulators could look at weighted cost-benefit assessments as another data point to inform their 
consideration of distributional concerns. 

The economics literature underpinning social welfare functions is well-established. Proponents like Duke University law 
and economics professor Matthew Adler advocate for the use of social welfare functions in regulatory decisionmaking165 
by using analysis that applies weights in assessing costs and benefits.166 

a. Utilitarian Weights  

As currently conducted, traditional regulatory cost-benefit analysis monetizes regulatory impacts based on individuals’ 
willingness-to-pay (which is largely based on ability to pay), and thus, does not account for the distribution of willingness-
to-pay among individuals. Because those with higher income are able and willing to pay more for goods and services than 
those with lower incomes, a willingness-to-pay approach inherently favors those who are richer. 

Diminishing marginal utility of income, however, considers that as income increases, the marginal benefit of each 
additional dollar to an individual’s well-being decreases. Therefore, adjusting for diminishing marginal utility using 
income-based utilitarian weights could alleviate the inherent bias in the analysis. Such utilitarian weights translate 
income changes into well-being, or utility, changes. As a result, a certain monetized benefit for a low-income group 
is given greater value than the same monetized benefit for a high-income group, even when the monetization is based 
on a willingness-to-pay estimate. A regulatory analysis using this methodology would, in theory, show decisionmakers 
what regulatory option generates the greatest utility for society overall, offering policymakers a rigorous methodology to 
prioritize different distributional alternatives. 
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Utilitarian weights can be extended to reflect more complex definitions of well-being, rather than just equating well-
being with income. For instance, well-being might be defined to include attributes like health status. In that case, 
utilitarian weights would reflect that the same health benefit increases the well-being of a sick person more than that of 
a healthier one.167 However, constructing this type of utilitarian function would require that decisionmakers determine 
which attributes contribute to well-being. Relying on income rather than more complex definitions of well-being would 
be simpler, particularly given that the concept of diminishing marginal utility of income already underpins standard 
practices of cost-benefit analysis such as discounting.168 Moreover, some attributes of affected communities that might 
be of interest to the regulator (such as race, gender, or labor occupation) cannot be incorporated into a utilitarian SWF. 
Hence, using utilitarian weights will not help in the analysis of distributional impacts along these dimensions.

Using income-based utilitarian weights is recommended by the British government for regulatory impact assessment.169 
The UK Green Book, which sets specific guidance on how to carry out cost-benefit analysis in the United Kingdom, even 
establishes precise values. Specifically, it states that a dollar to a person in the lowest income quartile is worth roughly 
twice as much as a dollar to a person in the highest income quartile in the British context.170 Again, if a utilitarian-
based analysis is presented alongside the results of a traditional cost-benefit analysis, regulators will have flexibility to 
assess what policy outcome is preferable considering different aggregate and distributional outcomes. In this context, the 
utilitarian analysis provides helpful perspective for the regulator but need not be the deciding factor. 

In the context of a rule that controls air pollution, for example, utilitarian weighing might make the adjusted willingness 
to pay for health benefits of avoided exposure equal across income groups, even if the empirical willingness to pay differs 
between these groups (which it likely does because it depends on ability to pay). Or, such weighting might make such 
health benefits to low-income groups even more valuable than the same health benefits to groups with greater resources. 
Assuming that willingness to pay for health effects is uniform across social groups is not actually a deviation from standard 
practice, as we discuss in Recommendation 2. Alternately, using utilitarian weights might take identical costs to two 
groups and increase the magnitude of those costs to the lower income group, reflecting the fact that the same monetary 
cost has greater disutility to an individual with less ability to pay that cost. 

b. Prioritarian Weights

A regulator could go one step further by applying prioritarian weights to inform an assessment of distributional outcomes. 
These weights can be used to proxy a prioritarian social welfare function—that is, a welfare function that recognizes a 
higher societal benefit to improving the utility of the worst-off than improving the utility of the best-off.171 In essence, 
prioritarian social welfare functions assign larger weights to the welfare gains of the worst-off than weights based solely 
on marginal utility of income or other measures of well-being.172 In giving priority to the worst-off, prioritarian weights 
reflect one possible (albeit common) idea of fairness. In the context described above, when considering a rule with air 
pollution effects, prioritarian weighting would necessarily give greater value to health benefits of the groups who are most 
vulnerable to those adverse effects (e.g., due to preexisting health conditions or lack of access to healthcare). Prioritarian 
weighting also means that if weights were applied to all effects of a proposed action (costs as well as benefits), costs to 
better-off groups would be weighted less heavily than the same costs to worst-off individuals, even after those costs were 
income-adjusted to reflect the declining marginal utility of consumption. 

The parameters of a prioritarian social welfare function depend on the decisionmaker’s normative determinations, 
including the evaluation of society’s aversion to inequality. As a result, calculating prioritarian weights can be challenging. 
However, there are empirical estimates that a regulator could use to support such a calculation. For instance, society’s 
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distributional preferences and aversion to inequality, though nuanced,173 can be measured empirically. One recent paper 
concludes that from a prioritarian standpoint, an improvement in air quality is eight times more advantageous when 
that improvement benefits someone with a lower baseline environmental quality, versus another individual whose 
environmental-quality baseline is twice as high.174 However, this empirical measurement of inequality aversion depends, 
among other things, on the type of environmental good that is being considered (e.g., air quality versus soil quality). 
Calculating an aversion to inequality factor or coefficient can be a complex undertaking that is context-specific. Though 
OMB could provide guidance on the process for making such a calculation, agencies would potentially need to derive the 
aversion to inequality factor for each policy proposal. 

Other studies of inequality aversion further demonstrate how an individual’s well-being relative to others in a given 
population affects preferences for certain distributional outcomes.175 In order to apply prioritarian weights practically, 
a regulator must make normative judgments and other decisions in order to select a methodology for determining the 
inequality aversion factor.176 Once again, policymakers could consider an analysis using prioritarian weights alongside a 
traditional cost-benefit analysis, rather than assign it dispositive preference. 

C. OMB Could Recommend that Agencies Calculate Net Welfare Using  
 Weighted Cost-Benefit Analysis

Finally, in the biggest departure from common practice, a regulator could prioritize distributional outcomes by replacing 
traditional cost-benefit analysis with a weighted cost-benefit analysis. Under this approach, the results of a weighted cost-
benefit analysis would be presented not alongside those results of a disaggregated cost-benefit analysis, but rather as the 
main or only result.

If it takes this approach, OMB should give explicit guidance on whether income will be the default measure of utility, 
and so the basis for weights, and if not, provide guidance on how regulators could use other measures of well-being in 
the place of income for generating weights. Also, as noted above, a utilitarian weighted cost-benefit analysis will not 
shed light on distributional impacts along some attributes that could be of interest to a regulator, such as race, while 
prioritarian weights could.177 We note that though adopting SWF-based weights as the main decisionmaking tool has 
some theoretical and academic support,178 it could pose a challenge from a practical and legal perspective (in addition to 
the limitations mentioned above).

First, weighting may be an unnecessary step to achieve more equitable outcomes. Some argue that using traditional cost-
benefit analysis could lead to progressive (greater benefits to the worse off) rather than regressive (greater benefits to the 
better off) policies. In a forthcoming paper, Daniel Hemel argues that using traditional weighted cost-benefit analysis is 
particularly appropriate when assessing policies that are designed to save lives.179 Hemel is not alone in concluding that 
regulators should stick with traditional cost-benefit analysis. David Weisbach draws the same conclusion in a 2015 paper, 
though for different reasons. Essentially, Weisbach argues that agencies exist to “perform specialized tasks,” and that 
within that narrow scope of responsibility, agencies cannot achieve “desirable distributive policies.” Therefore, he argues 
that regulatory decisionmakers should continue to use traditional cost-benefit analysis, with redistribution occurring 
primarily through the tax-and-transfer system.180 
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If OMB determines that weighting is the appropriate approach for agencies to meet both efficiency and distributional 
goals, there are a number of considerations that OMB would have to take into account before choosing this route. 
For example, employing a social welfare function requires regulators to make political decisions that they may not be 
empowered to make.181 This may be particularly true when using prioritarian weights, as designating the “worst-off ” 
group in any given scenario is an inherently value-laden judgment that may not fully capture all determinants of fairness. 
Although regulators have long purported to consider distributional concerns,182 they may be ill-equipped to determine 
policy so explicitly and fundamentally based on distributional considerations. And insofar as regulations are justified 
primarily based on distributional benefits rather than more traditional benefits, courts may be concerned that agencies 
are relying too heavily on factors outside their core statutory mandate. 

There are other possible practical and legal hurdles to adopting weighted cost-benefit analysis as the primary basis for 
regulatory decisions. For example, traditional cost-benefit analysis is widely applied across the federal government 
and well understood by courts. While agencies are given broad deference by courts and surely have latitude to make 
methodological choices, fundamental changes to cost-benefit analysis of this sort may draw judicial ire (justified or not).183 
It is certainly possible that case law could come to embrace the use of social welfare functions in cost-benefit analysis 
just as it has traditional cost-benefit analysis.184 Indeed, agencies are generally empowered by sufficiently open-ended 
statutory frameworks to choose their preferred methodology and balance different regulatory priorities.185 However, this 
may be a risk that the federal government does not wish to take. Indeed, even Adler, one of the biggest proponents of 
social welfare functions, argues that because applying distributional weights (both utilitarian and prioritarian) is “value-
laden,” agencies should “undertake standard [cost-benefit analysis] alongside distributionally weighted [cost-benefit 
analysis] with some range of weights,” as we have discussed in the previous subsection.186 

* * *

Addressing distributional concerns in regulation involves more than showing how the costs and benefits of a particular 
regulatory option accrue to different groups. It also requires taking this information into account when deciding whether 
and how to regulate. Agencies have a range of methodological options for considering distributional impacts alongside 
other regulatory effects. Clear guidance from OMB on how agencies can contextualize the magnitude or significance 
of distributional consequences will be critical to ensure robust and consistent consideration of distributional impacts 
across agencies. 
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RECOMMENDATION 4: 
OMB Should Lead a Whole-of-Government 
Approach to Implement Measures to Mitigate 
Adverse Distributional Impacts Through 
Interagency Coordination

R egardless of how agencies account for distributional outcomes in regulatory decisionmaking, there will likely 
be some undesirable distributional outcomes resulting from otherwise desirable rules. Executive Order 
13,985 has already tasked the Domestic Policy Council (“DPC”) with “coordinat[ing] efforts to embed equity 

principles, policies, and approaches across the Federal Government.”187 OMB could join forces with the DPC and 
specifically coordinate among agencies to provide guidance on how agencies can mitigate potential adverse distributional 
outcomes.188 

As noted in the previous sections, OMB could give agencies guidance to help them to identify adverse distributional 
outcomes during the rulemaking process. Agencies could then consider other avenues within their statutory authority to 
address or minimize undesirable distributional outcomes. For example, the Department of the Interior could prioritize 
fossil-fuel-dependent communities for the siting of renewable energy projects to redress potential lost revenue in those 
places due to more stringent leasing and production policies.189 This type of policy accounts for lost income to some 
groups, an adverse distributional consequence, by providing new income-generating opportunities for those same 
groups. OMB could consult with agencies on a rule-by-rule basis to identify avenues to mitigate adverse distributional 
impacts.

 If mitigating the adverse distributional effects of an otherwise cost-benefit-justified rule is outside the statutory authority 
of the rulemaking agency, then the lead agency could work with other agencies to create remediation plans. The DPC 
or OMB could act as a liaison between agencies. Additionally, OMB (or specifically OIRA) could provide oversight 
over distributional issues in decisionmaking, including by regularly reviewing distributional analyses across rules and 
across agencies to assess cumulative distributional effects. As part of such oversight, OIRA, along with the DPC, could 
convene an interagency working group to provide coordination across the federal government aimed at addressing 
adverse distributional outcomes. As a first step, the administration should solicit public input and establish a robust 
stakeholder process to inform how it implements a whole-of-government approach to improving equity.

A. OMB and the Domestic Policy Council Should Coordinate Between  
 the Lead Agency and Other Agencies to Address Inequitable Effects

Many adverse distributional outcomes cannot be efficiently solved within the lead agency’s authority, nor can any one 
agency alone work to solve longstanding distributional disparities suffered by certain groups. In this event, it may be 
appropriate for two or more agencies to work together to correct distributional imbalances. OMB and/or the DPC 
should provide coordination in this regard. 
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In a law review article on this topic, Richard Revesz discusses when it may be desirable for a second agency (other than 
the rulemaking agency) or multiple other agencies to design the redistributive mechanism.190 Revesz goes into detail 
about a real-life example, the Partnerships for Opportunity and Workforce and Economic Revitalization (sometimes 
known as POWER) Initiative, which was designed to compensate displaced coal industry workers.191 This initiative 
was in part a way of addressing the disproportionate effect of environmental regulations like the Clean Power Plan 
on coal communities.192 Although EPA was responsible for the regulations in question, the Economic Development 
Administration, Department of Labor, Appalachian Regional Commission, Department of Commerce, and Department 
of Agriculture all worked with EPA on the POWER Initiative.193 

Similar to the multiagency cooperation in the POWER Initiative, Executive Order 13,990 establishes the Interagency 
Working Group on Coal and Power Plant Communities and Economic Revitalization.194 This tasks numerous agencies 
and offices with “coordinat[ing] the identification and delivery of Federal resources to revitalize the economies of coal, 
oil and gas, and power plant communities,” among other things.195 A similar group of agency heads could come together 
to direct resources towards compensating groups adversely affected by a specific regulation or set of regulations. 

Such cooperation could be a model for future efforts. OMB oversight and coordination could facilitate these types of 
joint ventures across the federal government. 

OMB and the DPC Could Initiate a Pilot Program to Study Compensatory Mechanisms

Agencies have limited resources, including limited capacity for cross-agency engagement, but such coordination 
is essential to identify and implement compensatory mechanisms for groups and communities that have faced 
disproportionate	adverse	effects	from	federal	action	(and	inaction).	In	fact,	the	Biden	administration	has	already	
created	one	interagency	working	group	aimed	specifically	at	remediating	inequitable	harms	against	a	particular	
community,	and	could	create	other	interagency	working	groups	to	benefit	other	discrete,	disadvantaged	populations.	

Executive Order 14,008 established an interagency working group on Coal and Power Plant Communities 
and	 Economic	 Revitalization.196 This working group is tasked with addressing the economic costs that these 
communities have faced due in part to rules aimed at protecting public health and the environment by limiting the 
use of fossil fuels. In April, the group released a report,197	per	the	executive	order,	that	identifies	the	“mechanisms,	
consistent	with	applicable	law,	to	prioritize	grantmaking,	federal	loan	programs,	technical	assistance,	financing,	
procurement, or other existing programs”198	 to	 support	 these	 communities	 that	 may	 have	 suffered	 localized	
adverse impacts from federal actions. The report was informed by stakeholders and advocacy groups, and is but 
the	first	step	of	the	working	group.	

A similar group could be established that addresses the cumulative adverse environmental harms faced by the 
communities living in Cancer Alley. Cancer Alley is not only in great need of remediation but is also a useful 
counterpart	to	coal	and	power	plant	communities	because	it	has	been	affected	by	the	regulatory	status	quo	in	
very	different	ways.	Whereas	coal	and	energy	communities	have	disproportionately	felt	the	economic	burdens	of	
environmental	and	public	health	regulations,	the	communities	of	Cancer	Alley	have	disproportionately	suffered	the	
costs	of	insufficient	or	altogether	absent	health	and	safety	regulations.	

Like the coal and power plant communities working group, the Cancer Alley working group could begin by 
gathering	information	on	how	those	communities	could	be	compensated	(through	grantmaking,	financing,	technical	
assistance,	procurement,	and	other	programs)	to	address	the	harms	they	have	suffered	due	to	government	action	
and inaction.
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B. OMB and the DPC Should Provide Systemwide Oversight 

Beyond addressing the adverse distributional impacts of individual rules, OMB and/or the DPC could also facilitate 
assessment, and potentially remediation, of distributional inequities across the regulatory system. For instance, regulatory 
actions—or inactions—may routinely impose disparate impacts on the same groups. Conversely, some groups may 
experience disproportionate costs under some policies but enjoy offsetting disproportionate benefits under others. In 
order to identify these cumulative effects, the federal government would benefit from an approach that considers the 
whole universe of agencies and their actions, rather than looking at each agency or action in a vacuum. This will require 
systemwide oversight and data collection, which OMB (and OIRA in particular) could lead.199 

As noted above, President Biden has already charged the DPC with leading an interagency process on improving equity 
across the federal government. Similarly, President Biden has given OMB a number of interagency coordination duties 
with respect to the climate crisis that the Office could carry out with careful attention to regulatory equity. For instance, 
President Biden’s executive order Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad (Executive Order 14,008) directs the 
Director of OMB to work with the National Climate Advisor to first identify fossil fuel subsidies provided by various 
agencies and to then take the necessary steps to ensure that “[f]ederal funding is not directly subsidizing fossil fuels.”200 
As part of this role, OMB could help identify the nature and magnitude of disparate impacts resulting from fossil-fuel 
subsidies, and work with agencies to ensure that federal funding does not contribute to adverse distributional impacts. 
This same executive order also tasks OMB with reviewing and assessing agencies’ Climate Action Plans to ensure these 
plans are consistent with policy established by the Order. OMB could similarly request plans from agencies that detail 
how the agencies intend to address equity in their upcoming actions. 

OIRA, an office within OMB, is already responsible for carrying out some tasks that could be translated into the context of 
distributional analysis. For example, since agencies already provide regulatory impact analyses to OIRA for review, OIRA 
would be the perfect candidate to oversee a systemic review of agencies’ distributional analyses.201 First, it could collect 
data from agencies on their distributional analyses. This might include setting up an online database that is accessible to 
agencies and interested stakeholders alike that includes distributional effects for specific rules. This information could be 
aggregated in the database and organized by rule or action, year, agency, subpopulation, etc. Then, OIRA could look at 
the net effects on specific groups across agencies and across rules. 

Using its expertise in assessing the consequences of regulation, OIRA could work with agencies to formulate an appropriate 
response to distributional consequences of proposed rules.202 Given its understanding of the regulatory landscape, OIRA 
would also be well suited to advise agencies on when the distributional impacts of their regulations are significant and 
merit corrective action, similar to the agency’s function in assessing whether a regulation is “significant” under Executive 
Order 12,866 triggering a detailed regulatory impact analysis. In the event that OIRA identifies a number of actions with 
potentially adverse distributional impacts affecting the same group, it could establish an interagency working group to 
address these impacts.

Finally, again due to its unique position overseeing the significant actions of all agencies, OIRA would be well positioned 
to assess cumulative distributional issues resulting from many actions. This could be done in partnership with or under 
the advisement of the DPC and the White House Environmental Justice Advisory Council. OIRA could, for example, 
incorporate other distributional issues into the environmental justice scorecard prescribed by Executive Order 14,008,203 
or generate separate scorecards to capture how well agencies are addressing equity in their decisionmaking. 
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OIRA could also use the unified agenda process to facilitate review of distributional analyses. Under this approach, 
agencies would flag potential adverse distributional outcomes early in the regulatory process. If possible, agencies could 
include preliminary distributional findings as part of their semi-annual submission to the unified agenda.204 With this 
information, OIRA would be able to better guide agencies through the rulemaking process to address distributional 
concerns from the early stages, rather than waiting for notice and comment on each action. Similarly, OIRA, along with 
the DPC, could connect agencies to address distributional inequities. Moreover, providing this information early allows 
for further stakeholder engagement and input into the upcoming year’s rulemaking process across agencies.

In its annual review and report to Congress, OIRA could assess distributional outcomes (both of key rules and across 
rules) and report whether any particular groups were adversely impacted by the year’s regulatory actions.205 Understanding 
the effects on specific groups from the entire universe of regulations in a given period of time is key to addressing longer-
term inequities. Such information could also provide a baseline from which to consider the distributional effects of the 
following year’s regulatory agenda.

OMB generally, or OIRA in particular, along with the DPC, could also convene an interagency working group to address 
the distributional outcomes of regulatory actions. This group could be tasked with “facilitat[ing] the organization and 
deployment of a Government-wide approach” to equity, the way the newly formed National Climate Task Force is tasked 
with taking such an approach to addressing climate change.206 This could be housed within the existing Interagency 
Working Group on Environmental Justice or it could subsume the Equitable Data Working Group to minimize 
duplication of efforts, or could operate as a distinct body. Among other important tasks, such an interagency working 
group on distributional impacts could help OIRA assess the collective distributional impacts across regulations and 
across agencies to include in OIRA’s annual report to Congress.207 

The interagency working group could also be responsible for taking stock of methodological shortcomings of existing 
distributional analyses, such as identifying unquantified effects that have important equity implications for further 
research,208 in partnership with the Equitable Data Working Group established by Executive Order 13,985. In this 
regard, it would have similar responsibilities to the Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse 
Gases. Because interoperable, systematic distributional analysis would be new, there would inevitably be room for 
continuous improvement within and across agencies. An interagency working group could lead research efforts and 
contribute to OIRA’s methodological guidance on established best practices. As Jason Schwartz has recognized, “[o]nce 
a set of best practices is established by the interagency working group, it will become less costly for agencies to conduct 
their distributional analyses, because they can refer back to established practices rather than trying to reinvent a new 
methodology each time.”209 
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Wicked Problems, Systems Thinking, and Distributional Analysis

Social policy problems, like environmental injustice and other issues of inequity, can be seen as “wicked 
problems”:210 they are not lone problems in and of themselves, but in fact the product of a constellation of issues 
involving many stakeholders.211	Wicked	problems	are	defined	by	ambiguity,	so	 there	can	be	disagreement	not	
only about the nature of the problem and its solutions, but also more abstract concerns about what constitutes 
a	public	good	or	how	to	define	key	elements	like	equity	and	justice.212 There is also not necessarily a clear end 
point at which a wicked problem can be considered resolved, which is perhaps the most important characteristic 
for the purposes of this report.213 Rather, wicked problems need to be looked at from multiple perspectives and 
each	element	of	the	problem	must	be	considered	along	with	all	the	others.	This	is	why	it	may	not	be	sufficient	
for a federal agency to act alone, or even in partnership with other individual agencies, to address distributional 
concerns that are the product of regulatory actions. Instead, distributional concerns should be considered across 
the entire regulatory system. 
 
The existing siloed structure of the executive branch dampers our ability to see federal agencies—and their 
actions—as components of a broader system.214	 Specialized	 agencies	 operate	 exclusively	 within	 statutorily	
prescribed policy silos and only rarely undertake joint rulemakings and analyses.215 Moreover, while OIRA’s review of 
significant	rules	constitutes	a	form	of	systemic	oversight,	it	is	limited	to	furthering	efficiency	objectives.	OIRA	does	
not take this same type of bird’s-eye-view with respect to other aspects of regulatory actions. Systems thinking, 
which has established methodologies and tool kits, can help policymakers “to identify and understand critical 
linkages,	synergies	and	 trade-offs	between	 issues	generally	 treated	separately	and	 thus	 to	 reduce	unintended	
consequences.”216 

Using	a	systems	thinking	approach	to	distributional	effects	could	be	particularly	effective	for	several	reasons.	First,	
some groups face historic and systemic inequities that are the product of decisions made across policy arenas. 
Second,	the	same	groups	may	be	losers	(i.e.,	suffer	net	harms)	from	a	given	set	of	contemporary	regulations.	Third,	
decisionmakers	may	‘speak	a	different	language’	(i.e.,	operate	from	a	different	point	of	view)	than	affected	individuals/
communities or regulated industry, and so miscommunication between decisionmakers and stakeholders can be 
prevalent; systems thinking takes the perspectives of the various stakeholders into account.217 Fourth, as noted 
above,	there	are	often	tradeoffs—but	also	unidentified	synergies—in	trying	to	address	distributional	concerns	that	
agencies	cannot	address	on	their	own.	Fifth	and	finally,	because	social	problems	like	environmental	 justice	are	
often wicked problems, there is no single solution, but rather many solutions must be assessed and implemented.

Conclusion

T he federal regulatory system could play an important role in addressing inequality and promoting fairness 
and environmental justice. Greater oversight and clearer guidance from OMB will be critical to creating long-
lasting change on this front. As this report has outlined, OMB should provide detailed guidance to agencies on 

conducting granular analysis, assessing costs and benefits for a manageable number of demographic subgroups, and 
weighing distributional concerns alongside other regulatory impacts. Additionally, OMB and the DPC should facilitate 
coordination between agencies to promote equity throughout the regulatory system.
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